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SCENE HOTTEST TICKET

One Of the area’s premier art fairs, Mar et art +
Design returns with a trOve Of exceptiOnal wOrks
destined fOr the hOmes Of the east end’s mOst
discriminating cOllectOrs.
By Stephanie Murg

If you peeled the colors from a
painter’s palette, rendered them
in three dimensions, enlarged
them to the size of beach balls,
and stacked them in precariouslooking towers, you would have
something resembling the monumental Annie Morris sculptures
that are bound to delight visitors
to Market Art + Design. The
London-based Morris, represented by Winston Wächter
Fine Art, is just one of the hundreds of artists to discover at this
year’s sixth edition of the fair.
“The confluence of art and
design is very timely, for the entire
art world, and this [demonstrates]
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our ability to do it on a smaller
scale,” says Kelly Freeman,
director of Market Art + Design,
which last year debuted a design
component along with a new
name (the fair was formerly
known as Art Market Hamptons).
“Hamptons-based collectors are
looking for an experience that
they can bring home with them,
whether that’s in the form of a
wonderful maker-designed
object or a painting on canvas.”
Offering myriad options will
be some 50 exhibitors, including Sundaram Tagore Gallery,
Tally Beck Contemporary,
Joseph Gross Gallery, and îî

Two of the diverse works at this year’s Market Art + Design: (from top)
Palm Springs II, Dean West, 2015, presented by Avikzer Roman, and
Pandas Outdoor, Ryota Unno, 2016, presented by Mindy Solomon Gallery.

photography Courtesy of the artist and avikzer roman (Palm SPringS ii); Courtesy of the artist and mindy solomon
gallery (PandaS OutdOOr)

Big Works,
small scale

“Hamptons-based
collectors are
looking for an
experience tHat
tHey can bring
Home witH tHem.”
—kelly freeman

clockwise from top: Waterfall, Hiroshi Senju,
2014, presented by Sundaram Tagore Gallery;
Frida, Alexi Torres, 2016, presented by Evan
Lurie Gallery; September, Brian Rutenberg,
2015, presented by Peter Marcelle Project.
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the Southampton-based Peter
Marcelle Project, which is joining forces with New York’s
distinguished Forum Gallery to
present the nature-inspired
abstractions of painter Brian
Rutenberg. The Mindy
Solomon Gallery, a returning
exhibitor, will focus on design
with lusciously textured ceramics
by Linda Lopez, while newcomer Walker Waugh Art will
show recent paintings by Hector
Leonardi, a Bridgehamptonbased abstract artist who, at 86
years old, is prime for rediscovery.
The Hole, a Lower Manhattan
must-stop on the contemporaryart map, is devoting its space to
the “pour paintings” of New York
artist Holton Rower. “Showing
at Market Art + Design is a nice
way to engage with many of our
collectors during the summer
season,” says Raymond Bulman,
director of The Hole. “We’re able
to show complex and ambitious
artworks, like Holton’s pours,
that also have visual resonance
with nature and the East End.”
For Jane Eckert of Pine Plains,
New York’s Eckert Fine Art,
Market Art + Design is “fresh and
fun, not your run-of-the-mill fair.”
She is bringing a variety of works,
from an Andrew Wyeth watercolor to contemporary paintings
by Eric Forstmann. Look for
one piece in particular—Robert
Rauschenberg’s Birthday Drawing
(1994), complete with a beachy
crab—to be snapped up swiftly.
Other appetites can be
quenched by the Brooklyn restaurant Fort Defiance, which has
signed on to offer fairgoers a
menu of creative beverages,
local oysters, and charcuterie.
“We strive for a festive environment,” says Freeman. “People
can stop in for cocktails and
oysters—and art!” Market Art +
Design takes place July 7–10 at the
Bridgehampton Museum, 2368
Montauk Hwy., Bridgehampton;
artmarkethamptons.com

.

photography Courtesy of the artist and sundaram tagore gallery (Waterfall); © Brian rutenBerg,
Courtesy of forum gallery, new york (September); Courtesy of the artist and evan lurie gallery (frida)
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